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DeBoyz find a home 
 
In the early days DeBoyz had sat on the shelf of the toy shop, they were on the bottom shelf to start 
with and many came, touched, stroked and some even lifted either one of them but they always went 
back on the shelf.  The toymaker couldn’t understand why no –one bought them all his other soft toys 
went to good homes especially at Christmas time.  As time passed they were moved to the shelf above 
and the shelf above that and no more did the small humans see them. 
 
They had each other and so they weren’t lonely and they did want to stay together so they had made up 
a plan when they were on the bottom shelf.   
 
The plan was simple, they sat together and they were so cute, always looking at each other with a lovely 
little smile, they always wanted to be together and were so happy being together.  However when a 
small human picked only one of them then their smile disappeared and they put on a grumpy frown and 
that is why the small humans put them back on the shelf and no-one took them home.   
 
Sometimes a big human would pick one of them up, but no, they never went home with them  until one 
day two humans came in together and were looking round the shelves at all of the toy makers 
wonderful creations when by chance they seen DeBoyz.   
 
The not so big human asked the big human to reach up and lift one of the DeBoyz down for her.  She 
immediately knew this was for her but there was something wrong she could sense it, she stroked him 
and held him up to her face and gave him a gentle kiss on the head, she couldn’t understand, she could 
also feel the fear, sadness and worry he had.  “How was she feeling this?”, she was holding a toy, toys 
didn’t have feelings or emotions, they wouldn’t know when to be sad, when to be happy and all the 
other emotions humans feel.  
 
Meanwhile the other DeBoyz, still sitting on the top shelf looking down and in a terrible state of panic, 
knew his lifelong friend and he were going to be separated and he didn’t know what to do.  Suddenly his 
guardian angel was beside him and she whispered in his ear, “I can go down and talk to the smaller 
humans angel and we can help her understand you want to be together”.   
 
Now not all humans believe in angels but this human does and knows when her angel is talking to her 
and is trying to make her understand something.  Not so big human looked up to the top shelf and could 
see water glistening on the other DeBoyz, “please lift the other toy down to me, I think there is water 
dripping on it”  she asked big human who did just that.  When not so big human had him in her hand she 
could see they were tear drops and she looked at the other DeBoyz and could see a tear in his eye as 
well. 
 
“I will take both of these please” she knew in her heart they were very special not only to themselves 
but to her also but she said absolutely nothing to big human as he may not have understood.  “Will I 
wrap them together for you” asked the toy maker.  “No thank you, I will carry them myself“, replied the 
not so big human. 
 
As not so big and big human left the shop, not so big human could see that both DeBoyz were smiling, 
not a sign of a tear drop and she was pretty sure one of them winked at her. 
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